Proposed Agenda for 1/14/20 Parking and Traffic Committee Meeting

* Jodie Sanborn to present:
  - existing fee structure and financial projections
  - comparison of hourly vs half day charge
  - data on what neighboring towns charge

*Group discussion of presentation to determine our recommendation to Board of Selectmen regarding parking fees
  - discuss and finalize

*Final review and *** minor additions to proposed beach parking and traffic recommendations.
  - discuss and finalize

*Randy to present signage and road marking recommendations as well as Jon presenting data about Wayfarer Project.
  - discuss and finalize

To Do:

Ordinances:
  - what needs amending
  - what new ones are needed

Enforcement:
  - brainstorm and develop solutions for better and clearer enforcement
  - review fines to determine if they are appropriate to deter abuse

Education:
  - brainstorm ways to inform public
  - brainstorm ways to better use technology

***minor additions: Randy to present proposal for Atlantic Ave., delineation of marina vs. regular parking, Gold Ribbon Drive clarification of drop-off area and lifeguard parking, Webhannet Drive parking plan for cars and motorcycles